¡ALEBRIJES!

MINI LESSON
Vowel &
Consonant
Sounds

¡Hola, amigos! La señora Diana, HERE with a mini lesson.
Have you ever wanted to understand how languages work?
Do foreign languages really sound sooo different than our own?

Well, know that there is a way to unlock it and it’s a key that you can
attain simply by practicing it!
To begin with, you need to know what each symbol or in this case letter
sounds like… now Spanish is a very good language to learn.
There are many similar sounds in that language that we can easily remember because they sound like our own!
When using the audio recording found on MoxieBox’s website, which is
like a key and these instructions you can start unlocking Spanish words…
right away!

A tool I like to use is the “vowel wheel.”
It has all the Spanish vowels on each
square like, a, e, i, o, & u… listen to the
audio recording until you have
memorized
them.
Be careful the “i”, it can be tricky
because we know it by another letter (e).

When you are quite familiar with the vowels, add the following consonants b (be), j (jota), & z (zeta) one at a time. First the recording will
introduce their sound and then you will add it to each vowel like this:

Ba, be, bi, bo, bu
Ja, je, ji, jo, ju
Za, ze, zi, zo, zu
When you get really good at it, send us a recording. We would love to
hear the Spanish sounds that you have learned.
Now let’s go over all the animal and part words, as listed below:

See if you can sound them out first and then check with the recording

Alebrijes
perro

gato león jirafa

Look how many
vowels we have
here. That will be a

toro vaca pájaro

lot of them to
practice saying.

Muy bien mis amigos (very well my friends).
Hasta luego (until later)

La señora Diana Marauri

ddmarauri@yahoo.com 714.493.9487

